
Sore not sorry 
By Cameron Lucadou-Wells 

WHEN Mount Waverley’s 

Craig Lewington speaks of his 

fund-raising bicycle trek in Vietnam 

nam as "life-changing he isn’t 

just referring to the shoulder he 
dislocated along the way 
Mr Lewington was well on 

track to finish the 547-kilometre 
MDChallenge with 41 other 

riders when on the second-last 

day he came to grief  ironically 

cally as he was singing the Tom 
Petty and the Heartbreakers tune 
Free Fallin 

’ 

Steering his bike with his left 

hand and holding a camera in his 
right Mr Lewington had tried to 

take an action shot of a rider 

pulling stunts 

He was forced to brake suddenly 

denly to avoid two motorbikes 
and flew over the handlebars at 
30kmh landing heavily on an 

elbow which in turn caused his 
right shoulder to pop out of its 

socket 

Mr Lewington was touched by 
the way fellow riders cared for 

him after the accident and 

referred to them as "41 extra 

friends made in just 12 days 

He plans to complete the last 

100 kilometres of the ride 

around Melbourne 

The trek raised more than 

$370 for the Muscular Dystrophy 

trophy Association which will 

go towards medical research and 
aid for affected families 

Mr Lewington raised $14 
His children Thomas and 

Hannah and wife Di have a 

form of muscular dystrophy 
called Bethlems myopathy 
Mr Lewington said a highlight 

of the ride apart from nearly 

completing the arduous course 
was interacting with the Viet- Vietnamese 

namese people 

"They were so hospitable and 
so happy and they don’t have as 

many [material possessions as 
we have at home I’m now more 
tolerant more patient and I stop 
and smell the roses 

Armless fun Craig Lewington dislocated his shoulder while raising 
money for muscular dystrophy research by cycling through Vietnam 
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